INDUSTRIAL HYDRAULICS
ACCUMULATORS INC.—Accumulators
AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL—Heat Exchangers
ATOS—Pumps, Valves, Proportional Controls
BREVINI—Gearboxes, Drives, Pumps, Mobile Valves
BUCHER—Pumps, Motors, Valves, Power Units, Cylinders
CONTINENTAL—Pumps, Valves, Proportional Controls, Power Units, Manifolds
CROSS—Pumps, Valves, Inline Valves, Motors, Cylinders
DAMAN—Manifolds and Subplates
DELTROL—Cartridge Valves, Inline Valves
DMIC—Inline valves, Flanges, Barrel Pumps, Tank Accessories
DYNAMIC—Gear pumps, Motors, Gages, Inline Valves, Tank Accessories
FA, INC.—Power Units, Custom Assemblies
FLOW EZY—Strainers, Filters, Process Filters
GATES—Hydraulic hose, Fittings and Belts
HASKEL/BUTECH—Liquid and Gas Boosters, Fittings, Accessories
HEDLAND/BADGER—Flow Meters, Flow Switches
HYDRONIT—Small and Mini AC and DC Power Units
KAWASAKI—Staffa Motors, Piston Pumps
LAKE MONITORS—Flow Meters, Flow Switches
LDI INDUSTRIES—C- Face, Motor couplings, Tanks, Stands, Accessories
MAGNALOY—C- Face, Motor couplings, Tanks, Stands, Accessories
NACHI—Pumps, Valves, Inline Valves
NACOL—Accumulators
NOSHOK—Gages, Transducers, Transmitters
NRP JONES—Hose assemblies, Hose, Adapters
OILGEAR—Piston Pumps, Subsea Valves, Press Valves
PENINSULAR—Cylinders
PRINCE—Cylinders, Inline Valves
SCHROEDER—Filters, Filter elements, Filter Systems
SHEFFER—Pneumatic Cylinders, Hydraulic Cylinders (NFPA)
SPX STONE—HPUs, Pumps, Cordsets
STAUFF—Hydraulic Motors
STAFFA—Hydraulic Motors
STAFF—Tube & Hose Clamps, Filtration, Hydraulic Accessories
SUN HYDRAULICS—Cartridge Valves, Load Control, Custom Assemblies
THERMAL TRANSFER—Heat Exchangers and Coolers
TRD CYLINDERS—NFPA Hydraulic and Pneumatic Cylinders
ZINGA— Filtration, Hydraulic Accessories

MOBILE HYDRAULICS
BUCHER—HPUs, Mobile Valves, Pumps, Cartridge Valves
CROSS—Gear Pumps & Motors, Mobile Valves, Inline Valves, Cylinders
DYNAMIC—Gear Pumps, Hydraulic Motors, Gages, Flow Dividers, Inline valves, PTO pumps, Hi/Lo Pumps, Accessories
HYDRONIT—Mini & Small HPUs
METARIS—Piston Pumps, Gear Pumps, Fixed Vane Pumps, Orbital Motors
OILGEAR—Piston Pumps
PRINCE—Cylinders, Inline Valves
PYTHON—Hose Straps, Hose Coverings
SPX STONE—HPUs, Pumps, Cordsets
SUN HYDRAULICS—Cartridge Valves, Load Control, Proportional Products, Custom Assemblies, Manifolds
ZINGA— Filtration, Hydraulic Accessories

PUMPS
ATOS—Fixed Vane, Fixed Piston, Variable Piston
BUCHER—Internal Gear, External Gear, Metering, Axial Piston, Small HPUs
CONTINENTAL—Variable Vane, Variable Piston, HPUs
CROSS—Gear Pumps
DMIC—Barrel/Drum Pump
DYNAMIC—Gear Pumps, Hi/Lo Pumps, PTO Pumps
GAST—Vacuum Pumps
GRACO—Barrel/Drum Pumps, Lube Pumps, Diaphragm Pumps
HASKEL—Liquid/Air/Gas Booster, Air Driven Liquid Pumps
HYDRONIT—Mini and Small HPUs
KAWASAKI—Piston Pumps
MEMPHIS PUMPS—Centrifugal Pumps
METARIS—Fixed Vane, Fixed Piston
NACHI—Variable Vane, Variable Piston
OILGEAR—Variable Piston, Hydrostatic
PIAB—Vacuum Pumps
SPX STONE—Small HPUs, Gear Pumps

FILTRATION
ALLIED WITTAN—Air Filters & Mufflers
CROSS—Spin-on Filters
FILTRATION GROUP—Pressure & Suction Filters, Duplex, Filter Carts
FLOW EZY—Bag Filters Housing, Bag Filters, Breathers, Strainers, Filter Bugsy, Cartridges, Elements, Inline Filters
LENS—Spin-on Filters
PX FILTRATION—Elements
SCHROEDER—Elements, Pressure & Suction Filters, Filter Carts, Spin-on Filters, Offline Filtration Systems
STALUFF—Pressure and Suction Filters, Spin-on Filters
THERMAL EQUIPMENT—Offline Fluid Conditioning Systems
ZINGA—Pressure & Suction Filters, Spin-on Filters, Strainers

LUBRICATION
BIUR/FARVAL—Automation Lubrication
GRACO—Automation Lubrication
LUBEMINDER—Automatic Lubrication
TRABON—Automatic Lubrication

Contact Us For More Information
Toll Free 800.342.1302 www.sloanfluid.com
Local 615.399.7700 info@sloanfluid.com
The text contains a list of companies and products related to pneumatics, hydraulics, vacuum, electronics, automation, and value add. Each section is categorized under different headings, indicating a wide range of products and services offered by these companies. The contact information includes a toll-free number, local number, and website for Sloan Fluid Accessories.